
 

 

1v1 TWO WIDE GATES 

This is a very simple yet effective activity that you can use with players at all stages. We 
like to use this activity with our youngest players to start to encourage changes of 
direction and playing towards open space when beating a defender. 

  1v1 TWO WIDE GATES



SET UP & ACTIVITY 

The basic set up is 1 attacker who start with the ball vs 1 defender who starts a third to 
midway on your pitch. The objective is for the attacker to get past the defender and 
DRIBBLE the ball through either of the two wide gates. 

• Make sure your defender starts down the pitch and is not acting as a goal keeper. You 
want the defender to have a good chance of winning the first duel. 

• With younger players have one player be the defender and take a turn defending all the 
attackers one by one then switch your defender. 

• With older players or more experienced players you may want to have the attacker 
switch and become the defender every time, this may be a separate activity depending 
on what your focus is. 

• Encourage the next attacker to go quickly and attack as soon as the previous duel is 
over, you want the defender to have to recover and go defend the next attacker, you do 
not want to wait and reset the 1v1 every time. 

• The 1v1 is over if the attacker dribbles through either wide gate for a point, the ball goes 
out of play or something we like to add in is if the defender can steal the ball and pass 
to the coach on the sideline they win a point. 

COACHING POINTS 

• Have the attacker try and identify which gate is more open and then attack that gate 
not the defender 

• If the defender comes across to cover the gate the attacker is trying to dribble through 
then encourage the attacker to change direction and go for the other gate which will be 
open, they can do this multiple times until they get an open gate 



• Have the attacker try and combine a change of speed with a change of direction to 
beat the defender 

• Have the attacker try dribbling directly at one gate, fake a change of direction to 
commit the defender then continue to the original gate 

VARIATIONS 

• Change where you place the two gates that the attacker is trying to go through. You 
could try having one gate at the far end of your zone and a gate wide on the sideline. 

• Change where the attacker or defender starts in the activity. 

• Change how and where the attacker receives the ball. 

COMMON MISTAKES 

Defender will just tackle or kick the ball away and forget to steal it and try and play to 
the coach for a point. 

• Remind the defender that the goal of the activity is not only to stop the attacker scoring 
but for the defender to win possession of the ball and keep it. 

The attacker will simply dribble right at the defender in the middle of the pitch. 

• Encourage the attacker to identify which gate is more open and then have the attacker 
dribble at the gate to draw the defender to one side 

The defender will just stay back near the goals and not come out to try and take the ball 
higher up the pitch. 

• Encourage the defender to try and win the ball as far away from their own goal as 
possible. Show them how this is beneficial as if the attacker gets past them they have 
room to recover and try and win the ball back. 



• Give the defender extra points if they can win the ball in the attackers half of the pitch. 

Attacker will dribble to one gate and when the defender covers that gate they will not 
switch direction to attack the open gate. 

• Show the attacker how they can change direction to attack whichever gate is not being 
covered by the defender, they may have to use multiple changes of direction to find a 
way to get to the open gate or make the gate become open 


